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Chinchilla Jack and The Walk in Closet is a children's book that introduces my pet Jack the
chinchilla to you the reader. Jack was bounced around from place to place living in very small
minimal accommodations when he was brought to me and into his forever home. Jack loves to
play outside and explore the house and thus discovered the adventures of my walk in closet.
One day after watching Jack play with all the objects in my closet I sat down and put pen to
paper to bring Jacks story to the pages of a children book. 

From School Library JournalGrade 2–4—A gentle tribute to Emma Lazarus, very much in the
style of Barbara Cooney's Eleanor (Viking, 1996). Glaser describes the poet as a child of
privilege who was moved by the plight of immigrants in the 1880s. On a visit to Ward's Island,
"her heart hurt to see them." She began helping them to learn English and get jobs, and she
increased awareness of their plight through her poetry and other writings. Asked, along with
other writers of the time such as Mark Twain and Walt Whitman, to write a poem to raise money
for a pedestal for the Statue of Liberty, she composed one that became part of the fabric of
America. Nivola's delicately composed watercolor and gouache paintings appear in frames on
each page, with a few lines of potent text in clean white space either underneath or to the side.
The pictures, with their slight folk-art feel, capture both the time and action of the story, while the
text illuminates the woman. An author's note and the full text of the poem complete the book. A
worthwhile addition for most collections.—Grace Oliff, Ann Blanche Smith School, Hillsdale,
NJCopyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.From BooklistGrowing up in a wealthy Jewish American
family in the late nineteenth century, Emma Lazarus “only knew people / who had plenty of
everything.” But in New York’s harbor, she saw impoverished new immigrants, tired and hungry,
sad and sick, many having fled persecution, and she defied both the prevailing view that women
should keep quiet and the widespread prejudice that immigrants would “ruin the country.” The art
and words are moving in this picture book, which pairs free verse with detailed, full-page
paintings in watercolor, ink, and gouache to tell the history behind Lazarus’ famous inscription
on the Statue of Liberty. Lazarus’ complete poem, “The New Colossus,” from which the statue’s
lines are drawn, appears at the book’s end, along with a picture of the statue today. Sepia-tone
family photos on the back flap show the writer and artist’s own immigrant roots, which will echo
with contemporary kids. Pair this with the feature “Core Collection: The New Immigrant Story,”
which appeared in the August 2005 issue of Booklist. Grades K-3. --Hazel Rochman --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.ReviewJane Addams Children's Book Award 2011 Junior Library
Guild Selection "Nivola's rectilinear compositions and poses, her generalized figures, and her
bright, limited palette recall Barbara Cooney's period scenes, capturing New York City's opulent



upper crust and the indigent yet dignified newcomers with equal skill. An excellent introduction to
both Lady Liberty and the poem."--Horn Book, starred review "The art and words are moving in
this picture book, which pairs free verse with detailed, fullpage paintings in watercolor, ink, and
gouache to tell the history behind Lazarus' famous inscription on the Statue of Liberty."--Booklist
"A gentle tribute to Emma Lazarus, very much in the style of Barbara Cooney’s Eleanor (Viking,
1996)...The pictures, with their slight folk-art feel, capture both the time and action of the story,
while the text illuminates the woman. An author’s note and the full text of the poem complete the
book. A worthwhile addition for most collections."--School Library Journal "Nivola’s watercolor-
and-gouache paintings are rich in color and detail, showing the elegant streets and homes of
19th-century New York City as well as its settlement houses. Line, pattern and a sense of place
give young readers a rich vision of the "golden door" by which "your tired, your poor, / Your
huddled masses yearning to breathe free" came to this country. Nicely done, enabling even
young children to see how the poem and the statue came together."--Kirkus --This text refers to
the hardcover edition.About the AuthorLinda Glaser's grandparents emigrated from eastern
Europe in the late 1800's to New York City, where they first saw the huge statue.Also the author
of the immigrant novel, BRIDGE TO AMERICA, Ms. Glaser lives in Duluth, MN.Ms. Nivola has
written and illustrated several children’s books, including Planting the Trees of Kenya. She lives
with her family in Newton, Massachusetts.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.ReviewJane
Addams Children's Book Award 2011 Junior Library Guild Selection "Nivola's rectilinear
compositions and poses, her generalized figures, and her bright, limited palette recall Barbara
Cooney's period scenes, capturing New York City's opulent upper crust and the indigent yet
dignified newcomers with equal skill. An excellent introduction to both Lady Liberty and the
poem."--Horn Book, starred review "The art and words are moving in this picture book, which
pairs free verse with detailed, fullpage paintings in watercolor, ink, and gouache to tell the
history behind Lazarus' famous inscription on the Statue of Liberty."--Booklist "A gentle tribute to
Emma Lazarus, very much in the style of Barbara Cooney’s Eleanor (Viking, 1996)...The
pictures, with their slight folk-art feel, capture both the time and action of the story, while the text
illuminates the woman. An author’s note and the full text of the poem complete the book. A
worthwhile addition for most collections."--School Library Journal "Nivola’s watercolor-and-
gouache paintings are rich in color and detail, showing the elegant streets and homes of 19th-
century New York City as well as its settlement houses. Line, pattern and a sense of place give
young readers a rich vision of the "golden door" by which "your tired, your poor, / Your huddled
masses yearning to breathe free" came to this country. Nicely done, enabling even young
children to see how the poem and the statue came together."--Kirkus -- No Source --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Dominika Grzedzinski, “So Cute!. Book arrived exactly as pictured. A cute hardcover book I'll be
using in the classroom to help students learn about new animals they may not see often!”

The book by Doresa Jennings has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 5 people have provided feedback.
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